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Abstract 
In this paper, we show that the connectivity of the SEE-graph for the connected spanning 
k-edge subgraphs of a graph G is equal to the minimum degree of the SEE-graph, and the 
connectivity of the AEE-graph for the connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of a graph G is 
at least m - k, where m = IE(G)I. Examples are given for showing that the lower bound is in 
some sense best possible. These results give best lower bounds for the numbers of times that 
many interpolating invariant values are attained over the set of all connected spanning k-edge 
subgraphs of a graph G. If k= IV(G)I- 1, we get the results for spanning trees of a graph G. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a connected graph. Define T*(G) to be the graph whose vertices are 
the connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G. Two vertices F and H of T*(G) are 
adjacent in T*(G) if IE(F)AE(H)I =2.  Following the notation of [2], we call T*(G) 
the single edge-exchange transition graph, or simply SEE-graph of G. Obviously, if 
k = ]V(G) I -  1, T*(G) is the spanning tree graph T(G) of G. 
The adjacent edge-exchange transition graph T*(G), or simply, AEE-graph of 
a graph G is defined to be the graph whose vertices are the connected spanning 
k-edge subgraphs of G. Two vertices F and H of T*(G) are adjacent in T*(G) 
if E(F)AE(H)={e,f} for some edges eEF and fEH and e and f are adjacent 
in G. Obviously, when k= IV (G) ] -  1, T*(G) is the adjacency spanning tree graph 
L(G) of G. 
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The results of [2] imply that T*(G) is connected for any connected graph G and 
T*(G) is connected for any 2-edge-connected graph G. Therefore, results on many 
interpolating invariants over the set of all connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of a 
graph G were obtained. Recall that a graphical invariant i is said to interpolate over a 
family ~ of graphs if, for each value k between the minimum and maximum values 
of i over all graphs in ~,  there exists some graph H in ~ such that i(H)= k. Here, 
we define the number of times that an interpolating invariant value k is attained to 
be the number of distinct graphs in ~ for all of which the invariant values are k. In 
this paper, we obtain lower bounds for the number of times that many interpolating 
invariant values are attained by giving the connectivity of T*(G) and a lower bound 
for the connectivity of T~*(G). 
2. The connectivity of T*(G) 
Lemma 1.1. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and without loops. Let J 
be the set of the sets I of edges of all subgraphs of G with at most k edges and with 
cyclomatic number at most k -  n + 1. Then (E (G) , J )  defines a matroid M*(G). 
Proof. It is easy to check that the three conditions of [7] for a matroid are satisfied. [] 
Lemma 1.2. The set of bases of M*(G) is the set of connected spanning k-edge 
subgraphs of G. 
Proof. It is easy to see that a connected spanning k-edge subgraph is a maximal 
independent set of M*(G). 
On the other hand, it is also easy to see that any maximal independent set of M*(G) 
must have k edges. Suppose a maximal independent set B of M*(G) induces a graph 
having r~> 1 components on V(G). Then we have that B has a cyclomatic number 
r k ~-~i=l( i -n i  + 1)=k-  n + r, where ki and ni are, respectively, the number of edges 
and the number of vertices of the ith component of B. Therefore, r ~< 1 and thus, r = 1. 
So, B is a connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G. The proof is complete. [] 
Lemma 1.3 (Liu [6]). The connectivity of the basis graph of a matroid is equal to 
the minimum degree of the basis graph. 
Theorem 1. The connectivity of the SEE-graph T*(G) of G is equal to the minimum 
degree of T*(G). 
Proof. From Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 we know that T*(G) is the basis graph of the 
matroid M*(G). By Lemma 1.3, the theorem follows. [] 
From Corollary 4a of [2], we have the following corollary. 
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Corollary 1. The number of times that the values of the interpolating &variants: the 
connectivity, edge-connectivity, vertex independence number, domination umber, edge 
covering number, edge independence number, maximum degree, and vertex-edge cov- 
ering numbers, are attained over the set of all connected spanning k-edge subgraphs 
of G are at least 6(T*(G)), which is the minimum degree of T*(G). 
Lemma 1.4 (Li [3]). Let M be a weighted matroid. Then the set of minimum bases 
of M forms the set of bases of another matroid M'. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a weighted connected graph. Then the SEE-graph Tm*in(G ) for 
the minimum-weight connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G has a connectivity 
equal to the minimum degree of Tm*in(G ). 
Proof. From Lemmas 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 we know that Tm*in(G ) is the basis graph of the 
matroid M p. By Lemma 1.3 the theorem follows. [] 
Corollary 2. The number of times that the values of the &terpolatin 9 invar&nts: 
the connectivity, edge-connectivity, vertex independence number, domination umber, 
edge covering number, edge independence number, maximum degree and vertex-edge 
covering numbers, are attained over the set of all minimum-weight connected spanning 
k-edge subgraphs of a weighted graph G are at least 6(T*in(G)). 
Lemma 1.5 (Li [3]). Let M be a weighted matroid. Then the set of bases with weight 
at most (at least) x induces a connected subgraph of the basis graph of M. 
Corollary 3. The connectivity, edge-connectivity, vertex independence number, dom- 
ination number, edge covering number, edge independence number maximum degree 
and vertex-edge covering numbers interpolate over the set of all connected spanning 
k-edge subgraphs with weight at most (at least) x of a weighted graph G. 
Remark. If we use matroids M instead of graphs G and k-element-subsets containing 
a basis of M instead of connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G, then all the above 
lemmas and theorems for G still hold for M. 
3. The connectivity of T*(G) 
Lemma 2.1. Let F and H be two connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G. Then 
for any e' E H\F, there is an e E F \H  such that F + et\e is a connected spanning 
k-edge subgraph of G. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 as well as Corollary 1.2.5 
of [7]. [] 
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Lemma 2.2. Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph without loops and let F and H be 
two distinct connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G. I f  eio EE(F) N E(H), then 
there is a path in T*(G) connecting F and H, and any vertex X on the path contains 
eio as an edge. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on IF\HI = r. 
(1) r = 1. Let e' C H\F  and e E F\H. Then H = F + e ' \e  and eio ¢ e, e'. We consider 
the following cases. 
Case 1: F\e is not 
is connected, e and e' 
vertex-disjoint paths of  
connected. Then, e is a cut-edge of F. Since H =F\e + e' 
must be in a same circuit C* of F + e'. Suppose the two 
C* from e' to e are as follows: 
S,=e'ele2...ese and S2=e'etle~...e~e. 
If  s = 0 or t = 0, then e' and e are adjacent. Therefore, F and H are adjacent in T*(G). 
Otherwise, s/> 1 and t ~> 1. At least one of the two paths & and $2, say &, does not 
contain the edge eio. Then 
F =F0, F1 =F  + e'\et, F2 =F + et\e2 . . . . .  Fs+ 1 =F + e'\e =H 
is a path in T*(G) that connects F and H. Since eio is not on the path &, we have 
that every F/ does not contain the edge eio. 
Case 2: F\e is connected. Then, e is not a cut-edge of F. Consider F + e'. Suppose 
b(e', e) = b is the minimum number of cut-edges that have to be used in a path from e' 
to e in F+e ~. Since F\e is connected, e is in a non-trivial 2-edge-connected component 
of  F + e', and so is e'. We use induction on b(d,e). 
If  b(e',e)= 0, then e' and e are in a same 2-edge-connected component of F + e'. 
Then e ' and e in a same circuit C* of  F + e'. Suppose the two edge-disjoint paths 
from e t to e on C* are as follows. 
Sl=e'ele2...ese and S2=e'ellel2...e~e. 
By the same argument as in Case 1, we can get the conclusion. 
If b(e t, e)= 1, then let Re and Re' be the two 2-edge-connected components of  F +e '  
that contain e and e', respectively. Then there is exactly one cut-edge f between Re 
and Re,. Since G is 2-edge-connected, there is another edge f *  E E(G)\E(F) between 
the two components of F \ f .  
Now, consider F ÷ f * .  Since e and f *  are in a same 2-edge-connected component 
of F + f * ,  we know that there is a path P of  T*(G) connecting F and F + f * \e  
such that any connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G on P contains the edge eio. 
Similarly, consider (F + f * \e )  + e'. Then f *  and e' are in a same 2-edge-connected 
component of (F + f * \e )  + e'. Therefore, there is a path Q of T*(G) connecting 
F + f * \e  and (F + f * \e )  + e ' \ f*  =F  + e ' \e=H such that any connected spanning 
k-edge subgraph of G on Q contains the edge eio. Thus, P tO Q is the required path. 
Suppose the conclusion holds for any edges e' and e with b(e', e)<~b. 
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Now, consider the case that b(e',e)=b + l(b~>l). Let the b + 1 cut-edges be 
fJ, f2 . . . . .  fb+l and let Ri be the 2-edge-connected components or single vertex be- 
tween fi and f,+l. Consider F\fb+l. Since G is 2-edge-connected, there is an edge 
f *  C E(G)\E(F) between the two components of F\fb+l. Then f *  and one of 
Re,R1 ..... Rb--i must in a 2-edge-connected component of F + f * .  Without loss 
of generality, assume that Ri, f *  and Re, are in a same 2-edge-connected compo- 
nent of F + f * .  Since F\e is connected, F + f * \e  is a connected spanning k-edge 
subgraph of G. Note that b(f* ,e)~b. By induction hypothesis, there is a path P of 
T*(G) connecting F and F + f * \e  such that any connected spanning k-edge subgraph 
of G on P contains the edge eg 0. On the other hand, f *  and e' are in a same 2-edge- 
connected component of (F +f* \e )+e ' .  Thus, there is a path Q of T*(G) connecting 
F + f * \e  and (F + f * \e )  + e ' \ f*  =F ÷ e'\e =H such that any connected spanning 
k-edge subgraph of G on Q contains the edge ego. Therefore, P tO Q is the required 
path. 
Up to now, we have proved that our lemma holds for r = 1. 
(2) Suppose the lemma holds for IF\HI <.r. 
(3) Consider the case that [F\H]=r+ 1 (r>~l). 
By Lemma 2.1, for e'EH\F ,  there is an eCF\H  such that F + e' \e=F* is a 
connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G. By the case that r = 1, there is a path P 
of T*(G) connecting F and F*= F + e'\e such that any connected spanning k-edge 
subgraph of G on P contains the edge eio. On the other hand, since IF*\H[ <~r, by 
induction hypothesis, there is a path Q of T*(G) connecting F* and H such that any 
connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G on Q contains the edge ei0. Thus, P tO Q is 
the required path. Now our proof is complete. [] 
We need two more lemmas. 
Lemma 2.3 (Zhang and Chen [8]). Let u and v be two non-adjacent vertices of a 
graph G, and let N = {wl ..... wr} be a subset of V(G). I f  there are r internally dis- 
joint paths PI ..... P,. connecting u and Wl,...,Wr, respectively, and for each 1 <~i <~r, 
there are r internally disjoint paths connecting wi and v, then there exist r internally 
disjoint paths connecting u and v. 
Lemma 2.4. Let H and F be two connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of G, and let 
H\F= {h l ,h  2 . . . .  ,hr}. Then, for each hi C H\F, there is an edge fi E F \H  such that 
F + hi\fi is a connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G, and there is a path P in 
T~*(G) from F to F + hi\fi such that each internal vertex, representing a connected 
spanning k-edge subgraph of G, contains the edge hi but not hj for any j ¢ i and 
1 <<.j<<.r. 
Remark. Note that it seems that somewhere in a book on Matroid Theory we can find 
a stronger conclusion that the .~'s are distinct corresponding to different hi's. However, 
here and in the following, we only employ the fact that the hi's are distinct. 
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Proof. From Lemma 2.1, the first part of this lemma follows. For the second part, we 
consider the following cases. 
Case 1: hi and fi are in a same 2-edge-connected component of F + hi. Let the 
circuit of F + hi containing the edges h i and fi be 
hi=eo, el,e2,..., eq=fi,...,et, eo. 
Then, 
F,F + hi\el,F + hi\e2 ..... F + hi\eq-l,F + h i \ f  
is a required path in Ta*(G ). 
Case 2: hi and fi are in two different 2-edge-connected components of F + hi. 
Then, F\j~ is connected (otherwise, fi and h i would be in a same 2-edge-connected 
component of F + hi). Therefore, f,  and hi are in two different non-trivial 2-edge- 
connected components of F + hi (by non-trivial we mean that is not a K2). Let f.' 
be an edge adjacent o hi in the 2-edge-connected component containing hi. Then, 
F + hi \ f i  t is a connected spanning k-edge subgraph of G. Now, let F* =F + h i \ f / .  
Then, F* + fi '\f i  =F + hi \ f i  and hi EF* N (F + hi\ f i ) .  By similar proof of Lemma 
2.2, it is not difficult to see that there is a path P in T*(G) from F* to F + hi \ f i  
such that any vertex on P does contain the edge hi but does not contain hj for any 
j ¢ i and 1 ~<j ~< r (because it is just a reproduction, we omit the details). Since F and 
F* are adjacent in T*(G), we can find a required path in Ta*(G ) connecting F and 
F + hi\ft. The proof is complete. [] 
Finally, we turn to our main theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph without loops and let IE(G)[ = m. 
Then, the connectivity of the AEE-graph T*( G) over the set of all connected spanning 
k-edge subgraphs of G is at least m -k .  
ProoL We use induction on m -k .  If m-  k = 0, then G itself is the only connected 
spanning k-edge subgraph and thus, T*(G) is a single vertex graph. The conclusion is 
obvious. 
If m-  k/-> 1, then G has at least two distinct connected spanning k-edge subgraphs. 
In fact, let F be such a subgraph of G. Since IE(G)I =m >k,  there is an edge e fgF. 
Consider F + e. Since F is connected, there is a path S in F connecting the two 
vertices of e. Then, S + e is a cycle. Since G has no loops, the length of S ÷ e is 
at least 2. Thus, there is an edge f c S and f ¢ e. Then, F + e \ f  is a connected 
spanning k-edge subgraph of G different from F. 
Now, we turn to the induction. By Menger's theorem, we need only show that for 
any two different connected spanning k-edge subgraphs F and H of G, there are m -k  
internally disjoint paths in T*(G) connecting F and H. 
If m - k --- 1, from Theorem 5 of [2] the theorem follows. 
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Suppose the theorem holds for any graph with m -k  = N-  1. Then, for a graph G 
with m- k=N>~2, we consider the following cases: 
Case 1: IF\HI < m - k. Obviously, G\(F U H) ¢ (b. Let e E E(G\(F U H))  and let 
G' = G\e. Since [E(G' ) [ -k  = (m-  1 ) -k  = (m-k) -  1 = N-  1, by considering F and H 
as two connected spanning k-edge subgarphs of G ~, by induction hypothesis there are 
(m - k) - 1 = N - 1 internally disjoint paths P1, P2 ..... PN- l in T* (G t), and therefore in 
T*(G), connecting F and H, where any vertex in any path Pi (1 <<.i<~N - 1) does not 
contain the edge e. Now, consider F + e and H + e. It is easy to see that there are two 
edges el E F and e2 E H such that F~= F + e\el and H~= H + e\e2 are two connected 
spanning k-edge subgraphs of G, and F and F ~, H and H ~ are adjacent in T*(G). 
Since eEF  ~ NH ~, by Lemma 2.2 there is a path P~ in T*(G) connecting F '  and H t, 
and every vertex on P~ contains the edge e. Therefore, if we let PN = {F}UPtNU{H) ,  
then PJ,P2 ..... PN-I,PN are N internally disjoint paths in T*(G) connecting F and H. 
Case 2: [F \H I=m-k=N.  Let H\F={hl,h2,. . . ,hN}. Since m-k~>2,  F and H 
are two non-adjacent vertices of T*(G). We shall use Lemma 2.3 to finish the proof. 
By Lemma 2.4, for each hi EH\F  there is an f /EF \H  such that F+hi \ f i  is a ver- 
tex of T*(G), and moreover, there is a path Pg in T,*(G) connecting F and F + hi\fi 
such that every vertex on Pi contains hi but not any hj for j ~ i. Therefore, we 
have a structure in T*(G) that there are N intemally disjoint paths PI,P2 .... ,PN 
connecting F and F + hi\fi, for l<<,i<~N. Since for i=  1,2 . . . . .  N, we have [H\ 
(F+hi\fi)[ = (m-k) -1  =N-1 ,  from Case 1 we know that there are N internally dis- 
joint paths in T*(G) connecting F+hi\fi and H for each i = 1,2 . . . . .  N. By Lemma 2.3, 
there are N internally disjoint paths in T,*(G) connecting F and H. Now the proof is 
complete. [] 
To end this section, we give an example for showing that the lower bound for the 
connectivity of T*(G) is in some sense best possible. Let G be a graph obtained from 
a tree by taking each edge of the tree twice. Then for any I V(G)I- l~<k~< ]E(G)I, 
T*(G) is (m - k)-regular, and thus, the connectivity of T*(G) is m - k. 
4. Application of Theorem 3 
First, from Corollary 5a of [2], we have 
Theorem 4. The number of times that the values of the interpolating &variants: the 
numbers of end-vertices, of degree-preserving vertices, of vertices with degree A( G), 
the edge-edge covering number, and the path number, are attained over the set of 
all connected spanning k-edge subgraphs of an), 2-edge-connected graph G for any 
integer k are at least I E (G) I -  k. 
From Lemma 4 of [8] we can similarly show that [ft(F) - ft(H)l  ~< 1 for any 
integer t, where F and H are two adjacent vertices of T*(G) and ft(X) denotes the 
number of vertices in the subgraph X with degree at most t. 
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Thus, we can generalize Theorem C of [8] as follows. 
Theorem 5. For any integer t, the number of times that the interpolating invariant value: 
the number of vertices with degree at most t, is attained over the set of all connected 
spanning k-edge subgraphs of any 2-edge-connected graph G for any integer k is at 
least [E(G)I - k. 
We conclude this section by noting that for a simple graph G, i.e., graph without 
loops or multiple edges, the lower bound for the connectivity of T*(G) could be 
improved into 2 (m-  k). This would also improve the lower bounds for the number of 
times that many interpolating invariant values are attained. However, a vigorous proof 
would be much more elaborate. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Here and in [4, 3] we met two kinds of matroids, one is the matroid M ~, called 
minimum basis matroid, whose set of bases is the set of all minimum bases of a 
weighted matroid M, and the other is the matroid, called connected spanning k-edge 
subgraph matroid, whose set of bases is the set of all connected spanning k-edge 
subgraphs of a graph G. For them, we propose the following problems for further 
study: 
Problem 1. If the weighted matroid M is graphic, is it true that its minimum basis 
matroid M' is also graphic? In general, what kinds of properties of M can be hereditable 
to M'? for example, binarity, transversability, representability, etc. 
Problem 2. What kinds of properties does the connected spanning k-edge subgraph 
matroid have? 
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